
Backstage Good Practice:

Please ensure all casUcrew are aware of the below before attending the
theatre:

Please remember that the backstage area, especially around the stage itself,
is likely to be frequently subjected to very low light levels. For this reason it is
essential that trip hazards and higher obstructions are made as safe as
possible.

To this end all cables run across the floor should be kept as close as possible
to walls / furniture / scenery. Whenever they cross open floor they should be
stuck down either individually, in groups or if a lot of cables are used, rubber
matting should be used to cover them (this is in turn stuck down). To stick
cable/matting down please use 2" tape (either gaffer or PVC) or larger.

Any scenery which is not being moved during a performance that uses braces
and weights positioned near entrances and exits should be marked in several
ways.

. Floor around weights / bottom of brace should be marked with white
tape on the floor around it.

. Edge of brace should be marked with white tape.

. The top weight of any weights used should be one of those painted
or othenrvise marked white (eg using gaffa tape).

No cables should have to cross the path of a stage truck (wheeled rostra).
They should be rigged overhead above the level of any scenery moved, then
dropped back down to the desired location.

Loudspeakers used on stage often have to be near entrances so make sure
they are positioned as close to the back of the scenery (or wall) as possible -
if sticking out, mark floor as before

o DO NOT RUN BACKSTAGE!

. Please clear up any spillages quickly.

. lf involved in scene changes during black-outs it is useful to close ones
eyes just before the lights go out so they will become accustomed to the
dark quicker and easier.

o Speak quietly during the performance whenever near stage.

. Do not attempt to cross the stage unless you are taking a known safe
route or are involved in a scene change.

. Make yourself aware of the evacuation procedures, regular training is
given to theatre staff.

o Never move any flying bars unless you have been trained to do so.

For more detail see NOP no. 41- Hemp & Counterweight flying

o lf you are working on the stage floor & hear the shout of "heads" then
IMMEDIATELY check above you for descending item,

. Report all injuries/accidents immediately to the Duty
Technician and Duty Manager.


